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 Road trip Australia with a car or campervan rental deal 
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   JUCY Cruiser  
 It’s new, and it’s spacious. The self-contained Cruiser, sleeps 4, with a kitchen, shower and toilet. 


 View details 
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   JUCY Crib+  
 A great value camper for your coastal roadie, festival or national park adventures. Sleeps 4. 


 View details 
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   JUCY Crib  
 A campground favourite, our Crib is an effortless ride, with a cool kitchen and double bed. 


 View details 
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   JUCY Condo  
 When space is everything! Our JUCY Condo is a roomy, self-contained camper that sleeps 4. 


 View details 
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   JUCY Compass  
 Our diesel campervan for 4 is self-contained, economical, and filled with handy amenities. 


 View details 
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   JUCY Coaster  
 Perfect for your plus one, the Coaster is self-contained, sleeps 2, and has our favourite kitchen yet! 
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   JUCY Chaser  
 Three’s company in a JUCY Chaser! It’s fully self-contained with a kitchen, shower, and toilet. 
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   Compact SUV  
 The perfect sporty, stylish Compact SUV car hire to explore Australia 
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   El Cheapo Sedan  
 For long legs and space lovers, our Sedan is comfy and roomy. Great for long road trips! 
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   Mid Hatch  
 Our popular Mid Hatch is a safe and spacious ride. Rent your great value hire car today. 
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 Get inspired with Australian road trip itineraries and travel tips
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   Be a Happy Camper: the 10 Best Camp sites on Australia’s East Coast  
 Needing assistance with your travel planning? We’ve picked the 10 best East Coast Australia camping grounds to help you out! Click to read. 


 Read more 
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   Australia's top festivals to add to your summer road trip  
 In Australia, a good Aussie summer includes trips to the beach, barbeques with your mates, and a summer festival or two. 


 Read more 
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   Travelling with the Best: Our Favourite Australian Camper or Car Road Trips  
 Is an Australia road trip at the top of your bucket list, but you don’t know where to begin? No worries, mate! We’ve got a ton of ideas and itineraries… 


 Read more 
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   What Are the Best Beaches in Melbourne? We Reveal All!  
 Curious about the best beaches in Melbourne? With a beach for every kind of beach lover, we share our top Melbourne beach picks! You may think of Melbourne as being on… 


 Read more 
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   7 day local car road trip itinerary from Sydney  
 Road trip New South Wales like a local with our 7-day car rental itinerary from Sydney AUTHOR: KELLY BAILDON A New South Wales road trip is the perfect getaway for adventure seekers… 


 Read more 
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   11 places to get off the beaten track on the Great Ocean Road  
  There are plenty of places to visit when you road trip the Great Ocean Road, but if you’re looking to dodge the crowds and want to see some hidden gems… 


 Read more 
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 Australia is a huge country filled with thousands of cool things to do. Good thing we have a range of vehicles so you can access them all!  
Hire one of our six campervan models – from budget to fully self-contained - for the ultimate freedom. If you prefer to drive to your accommodation, we have four economical rental car options, too. 
Are you ready to Live JUCY?  
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 JUCY Customer Reviews
 Thinking of booking a JUCY car or campervan but need a little more info? Read our real-time reviews from real-life global travellers and see what it’s like to Live JUCY!  

  I love the staff and how friendly they are. I also love the affordable prices! 

 
 Kayla - SA
 Australia



 
 
  The attention to detail was excellent, a comprehensive introduction to the equipment and the added extras, table and chairs, as well as the USB adaptor that made the trip easier and more enjoyable for us first-timers. Nothing really could have been done better. 

 
 Derek - Australia
 Australia



 
 
  The staff were awesome. The guy who picked us up from the airport was a true gentleman, fantastic service. Then the guy who processed the hire was also super friendly, helpful and professional. I will highly recommend! 

 
 Paul - NSW
 Gold Coast



 
 
  Loved the simplicity, ease of hire, and affordability. 

 
 Phillip - QLD
 Australia



 
 
  Great and flexible service 

 
 Jonathon - Australia
 Melbourne



 
 
  Relaxed and friendly customer service. 

 
 Anjana - Australia
 Australia



 
 
  Friendly efficient staff & clean great car to drive. Loved the whole booking & hiring experience & certainly will look at using the company next time. 

 
 Denise - Australia
 Australia



 
 
  Jeannette was super friendly and Peter who brought us to the airport was also very hospitable. Excellent service. Thanks team. 

 
 JASMINELOUISE - Australia
 Australia



 
 
  Loved the pickup and drop off service from/to airport. Lovely staff upgraded us on our honeymoon also, much appreciated! 

 
 George - Unknown
 Australia



 
 
  This is my 2nd time using Jucy vans & the great staff here at the Brisbane office always go above and beyond,they're so friendly & welcoming & helpful that I can not fault anything about Jucy hire at all. I will be getting the word out to my family & friends to use this service when hiring.Thanks Jucy you will lose us again soon. 

 
 Stacey - QLD
 Australia
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  Australia at a glance   
 Australia is home to the oldest culture on earth and the largest living thing on the planet - the Great Barrier Reef. Here are some other cool Australian facts: 
	Australia’s national parks cover 28 million hectares, including protected rainforests, wetlands, and marine areas.   
	Australians love the water, with 85% living within 50km from the coastline. Outback campervan road trip adventures are, therefore, pretty private affairs!   
	Australia records more snowfall than Switzerland! The ski season is a short but fun one. Did you know the Australian Alps run 3,000 kilometres from Queensland to Victoria? 
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  Attractions in Australia   
 A driving trip in Australia is filled with magical moments, otherworldly attractions, and some of the best scenery in the world. Here are our fave regions to explore by car: 
	Coastal Australia is enchanting. We especially love the underrated coastline out of Adelaide.  
	Outback Australia is a must-do on any long-distance road trip. Learning about the Aboriginal connection to the land is particularly rewarding.   
	Seek Australian creatures and critters on your travels. We love camping in Booderee National Park to wake to wallabies all around our JUCY vehicle.  
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  Where to go in Australia   
 Where to go in Australia? Can we say everywhere? We can’t narrow it all down here, but we can share some hot tips: 
	To appreciate this ancient land and its culture, time spent in Uluru will not disappoint.   
	Australians are thrill-seekers! White-water raft in the Tropical North, dive the Great Barrier Reef, skydive in Byron Bay or chopper over the 12 Apostles.   
	Create the perfect car roadie with a food and coffee theme. Stop by Stall 55 in Adelaide’s Central Market, munch on a pie from Sydney’s Harry Café de Wheels, or sip coffee in Melbourne’s laneways. Delish! 
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